This paper presents a new definition of a spatial entropy mainly based on the Markov Random Field (MRF) properties. Starting with the study of the entropy proposed in [ 11 for the Potts model, we establish a specific property of the entropy in this special case, and derive the analytical expressions for a 4-connexity neighborhood. Inspired by the previous property, we propose a new definition mainly based on an heterogeneity measure of the neighborhood. This definition is then used to analyze a SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) image and it is shown to be able to discriminate different types of textures.
INTRODUCTION
Although entropy is widely used in the field of information theory to express the information content of a message [2] , there are relatively few works dealing with entropy in image processing and most of them are related to the use of mutual information 131 as a measure of redundancy between sources [3] . One of the main limitations of entropy in image processing is the entropy definition which, in its general sense, is only related to the image histogram. As it is well known, many like-looking images may have very different histograms and therefore quite different entropies although their whole appearance stay the same [4] . Furthermore, the classical entropy definition does not take into account the spatial properties of the image, which is a an aspect of particular importance in image analysis.
Our thought processes is the following: in section 2, using the previously proposed definition of [ 13, we study this measure behavior in the particular case of a Markov Random Field -Potts model in a 4-connexity neighborhood-and derive the analytical expression. We also demonstrate an interesting property which brings us to propose a new definition of a spatial entropy (section 3). In section 4, we make a comparison between our approach and other related works, specially [ 11 and [5] . Eventually, we test this definition on SAR images on which it appears to be a good textural discriminator (sec.5).
STUDY OF THE SPATIAL ENTROPY FOR A POTTS MARKOV RANDOM FIELD
In the classical information theory, the information source entropy of a probability law p is defined as [2] :
where Q is the set of values. In image processing, Q is the set of grey-levels (usually IQ1 = 256) or labels, and p(X) is the probability of the grey-level A, usually estimated by the normalized histogram computed on the image. In the last 15 years, Markov Random Fields (MRF) have proven to be powerful tools to introduce contextual knowledge in image processing [6] [7] . Therefore, a classical spatial entropy definition introduces the local configuration influence as proposed in [ 13. Let us denote by s a site of the image, by JI/ the neighborhood system and by X the random field associated to the image (2, is the label for the available observation of the random variable Xs associated to pixel s). The neighborhood N, of site s is in a configuration N , = {Q, t E N 3 } . Then the spatial entropy is defined for the probability law p ( . INs) by : XESZ and the total spatial entropy SE" is given by :
"Independence" property
Let us first study this definition (eq.1) in the case of a simple isotropic Potts model of order 2 [8] . In this case, the potential of a clique constituted by 2 sites is defined by :
and thelocal potentialby U(x,lN,) = CtEni, U(s,t)(xS, xt).
The study of the entropy (eq.1) is then possible, since the local conditional probability of a MRF is given by: 
Analytical expressions
Of interest is the study of the relationship between the Potts model parameter ,B and the spatial entropy defined by eq.1.
In 4-connexity, the 5 following partitions have to be considered (in the case of IC21 >_ 4):
As expected, the spatial entropy only depends on the Potts parameter ,B.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to express the total spatial entropy defined by eq. 2, since the a priori probabilities of each neighborhood type are not computable. In the particular case of a binary field and an Ising model and assuming some simplifying assumptions [9] , an analytical expression could be derived for the entropy. The 2 extreme cases are: This measure is usually expressed in bits using log, basis.
Comments on the spatial entropy behavior
The following comments on the spatial entropy in the case of a Potts MRF model can be made.
Behavior when p is high: the field is made of compact homogeneous areas. For the neighborhood types N 5 , N4 and N 2 , there is a numerical superiority of one of the labels X in the neighborhood; p(XINi) -+ 1 as ,B increases and 3)the situation becomes deterministic ( S -+ 0). The same reasoning explains that S -+ 1 bit for N 3 (2 possible labels in the neighborhood) and S -+ 2 bits for N 1 (4 possible labels).
+ log z N 4 , z N 4 = e3@ + e p + (101 -2 ) Behavior when p is 0: in this case, there is no model Since the clique potentials are equal to 0; it corresponds to the most unpredictable situation, and the entropy reaches a maximum which is log, 1Rl.
Behavior when , I 3 is negative: the model corresponds to an anti-ferromagnetism situation; since there are fewer possibilities for the site label in the case of N1 with mixed labels:
the cardinal of lsll is high (many labels), all the entropies are high and close to the maximal entropy.
DEFINITION OF A NEW SPATIAL ENTROPY
Inspired by the "independence" property established in the previous section for the Potts model, we propose to define a new spatial entropy using the equivalence class N k , i.e based on the conditional law p ( z , INk) = p(zs IT(N,) = N " : Instead of considering all the possible configurations of the neighborhood as in [ 11, our approach distinguishes the configurations by the number of pixels having the same label or grey-level (an example is shown fig.2) . Therefore, the entropy definition is mainly based on a characterization of the neighborhood heterogeneity (expressed in terms of sets of pixels with the same grey level or label). This definition has important computational advantages since much less N k configurations exist compared to N , ones and therefore much more N k realizations are available (statistically speaking) compared to N , ones in an image.
Note that the definition of eq.5 and eq.1 are not equivalent, even in the case of a Potts model for which the "independence" property is verified. 
COMPARISON WITH OTHER DEFINITIONS
In this section we compare our spatial entropy definition with some previous ones: [l] and [5] .
In [l] , E . Volden et al. propose to consider a general definition of a spatial entropy, which is given by eq.l. This definition is very general since the conditioning depends on all the possible configurations of N,, which means lRllNl configurations and raises many practical problems for computation. In practice, the authors use a MRF-Potts model assumption for the image. In this case, for the label A, only the number of pixels in the neighborhood having the same label have to be considered.
Our definition is instead based on the equivalence class of the neighborhood configuration and the 2 main differences are the following: o generality of the deJinition: since the Potts assumption is used in practice in [I] , only the number of pixels having the same label as the central pixel influences the spatial entropy; in our case, the whole equivalence class configuration is taken into account, which means that the global regularity of the neighborhood is introduced'; o central pixel injluence: in our definition, the neighborhood type does not depend at all from the label of the central pixel.
To conclude about this comparison with [13, the proposed definition is more limited but gives tractable computations.
In [5] , the proposed approach is adapted to segmentation purposes and the radiometric and spatial entropies of a class are defined. The spatial entropy for a class 1 is defined in the following way:
where N , is again some neighborhood configuration of the labeled image for the considered neighborhood system.
In this case, we see that the definitions go in two "opposite" directions: our (eq. 5 ) exploits the conditioning of the label by the equivalence class of the neighborhood configuration, whereas this one is related to the conditioning of the neighborhood configuration by the label. Of course, we may generalize the proposed definition in [5] , to define a spatial entropy on the whole image by:
which links the proposed entropies of [5] and [I] . Therefore, as said before we use a much smaller set of neighborhood configurations since we are only interested in the induced partitions, which as in [I] is not the case in [5] .
For this second comparison, the main differences between the two approaches are mostly related to the practical purpose of the spatial entropy definition. In our case, we are interested in defining a new textural discriminator for image analysis. In the work of [SI, the main purpose is 'For example, consider a central pixel with grey value a in 8-connexity and suppose we consider two neighborhood configurations N I = {a,a,b,b,b,b,b,b}andN2 = {a,a,b,c,d,e,f,g}; thecontribution of the site will be the same for NI and N2 in [I] -twice a in the neighborhoods-, whereas in our, the irregularity of the neighborhood will be taken into account and both contributions will be very different) the comparison of labeled images and the influence of the neighborhood configuration is much emphasized with their definition than in our.
APPLICATION TO SAR TEXTURAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we present some preliminary experiments using the spatial entropy of eq.5. Since the whole image is non stationary, we used the total spatial entropy computed on a moving window to establish an "entropy map". We consider a 4-connexity neighborhood, which implies five N k equivalence classes (as in sec.2.2). The conditional probabilities p(i(N')), and the neighborhood type probabilities p ( N ' ) are estimated by their normalized frequencies. Since they are many (256) possible labels for a grey level image, this number is preliminary reduced using a linear quantization. We have chosen to consider 8 classes in our experiments; the pre-processing has been chosen as simple as possible to limit the effect of the labeling on the spatial entropy.
A result is shown on figure 3 (entropy is stretched between the minimum and maximum value); it gives a textural measure on the SAR image. The most homogeneous areas have a low spatial entropy; this is the case for water areas (specular scattering implying a very low signal) for instance in the lake or for the river Seine of the image; forest areas have also a low total spatial entropy since they are rather homogeneous on ERS-I images; some parts of urban areas, which are very dense also appear with low entropy. The most contrasted regions have a high entropy; for instance, industrial and urban areas which have very high responses due to strong reflectors surrounded by speckle, and relief regions. The total spatial entropy seems to be a good measure for textural discrimination purposes. For instance, compared to the standard deviation of the Multiplicative Autoregressive Model of Chellapa [IO] (which is often used with SAR images), this textural discriminator seems to be better using a visual comparison. Wider tests should be performed.
CONCLUSION
In this article, a new definition of the spatial entropy has been introduced, mainly based on a neighborhood heterogeneity characterization. Further work will include theoretical development with other Markov models, or different graphs and neighborhoods (specially for interpretation purposes). Concerning the practical interest, SAR images have been used due to our good experience working on them, but the approach should be tested on optical images or images of another kind. Besides, some temporal extension, which we believe should be interesting, are possible. But the speckle effect should be taken into account, as well as the edge and registering problem. 
